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6785 kilometers have 

been logged with 

Cvnthia Reiser leading 

the Club with 646 km 

Orange Means Caution- Rower on Board! 
By Heather Moore, Helen Tompkins' first coach & former member of BARC 

Not many people would want to paint an 18-inch wide orange stripe up the front of a car 

hood, over the roof and down the trunk, but Friendswood High School senior Helen Tompkins 

is thrilled with her car. She wants to tell the world that she's been accepted to the University 

of Virginia, and more importantly, she has been recruited to the Cavaliers' nationally ranked 

rowing team. 

Looking for a way for the family to exercise together, Helen's mother discovered the sport of 

rowing. Helen started rowing at Bay Area Rowing Club of Houston when she was just eleven, 

and admits at first she hated it and did it just because her mother made her. Then Helen's 

mom teamed her with another young girl in the club and she found a new passion. "We went 

fast and it was fun to do it with someone who was competitive too." 

Over the years, the two girls won several medals, including gold, at the Texas State Rowing 

Championships and the U.S. Rowing National Youth Invitational Regatta. "Racing didn't seem 

scary -you beat some older girls and you raced just to race and have fun." At 5'10" and 145 

pounds, Helen is considered small in the world of rowing, but that didn't stop her from being 

noticed. After switching to rowing in a single scull and finding continued success, last sum

mer Helen was invited to the U.S. Rowing Junior Development camp. 

U.S. Rowing, the national governing board for the sport, invites promising junior rowers each 

summer to camps designed to give them expert coaching and more exposure to national and 

international racing. 

Continued on page 2, see "Helen Tompkins· 

A Word from the Prez 
By Hannes Hofer 

First, a big "thank you" to 

Martha Hood for wanting to 

take over the publishing 

"Strokewatch" and to Tina 

Bryan and Tamara Banda for 

great newsletters they put 

out in the past. Hopefully, 

we can get back to a sched

ule of publishing the news

letter on a regular basis. 

While the website and e-mail 

are great, a regularly sched

uled newsletter is essential 

for good communication. 

So what has been happen

ing at BARC so far this year? 

January 1st was the begin

ning of the Great BARC Kilo

meter Challenge in which 

members enter their kilome

ters rowed after each outing. 

As of May 31st, the Club has 

logged a total of 6831 kilo

meters. Cynthia Reiser is the 

leader with 646 km followed 

by Tom Lotz with 551 km. 

The first BARC event of the 

year, was the Annual Meet

ing held on February 27th. 

This was our best attended 

Annual Meeting ever! In ad

dition to getting business 

done, members had a great 

time visiting with old and 

new friends. 

Two new persons were 

elected to BARC Board of 

Directors: Bob Albright and 

Theresa Tompkins. They are 

replacing John Troupe and 

Lisa Takagi, who we thank 

for their service to the Club. 

The other major event held 

in the spring was the Space 

City Sprints held on May 7th. 

Continued on page 3, see "More 

from the Prez• 
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Helen Tompkins 
Continued from page 1 

"/ also love the 

feeling of the water 

and of going fast." 

-Helen 

"It's intense - everyone 

wants to be better and even 

a warm up is still competi

tive," says Helen. "There's 

never a time when you're 

not thinking as hard as you 

can." All that hard work paid 

off in a first place in the dou

ble scull and a second place 

in the single scull races at 

the U.S. National Champion

ships. But racing has also 

become a bit more nerve

racking than when Helen 

first started. "I'm racing for 

the future and the higher

ups are always looking at 

me." 

Those higher-ups were im

pressed, as this summer, 

Helen has been invited to 

the pinnacle summer event 

for all junior rowers, the U.S. 

Rowing Junior Selection 

Camp. Only 35 girls from the 

Helen Tompkins stroking a double at 

Nationals in 2005 

nation are invited to the 

camp and after two weeks, 

12 are invited to stay and 

train for the World Junior 

Rowing Championships, 

which will be held this sum

mer in Amsterdam. Helen 

hopes to be there. 

National coaches aren't the 

only ones impressed with 

Helen's rowing. Women's 

rowing has expanded be

cause of Title IX regulations, 

and college coaches around 

the country actively recruited 

her. "The amount of mail I 

had could be weighed in 

tons," jokes Helen. After 

several phone calls, Helen 

decided to visit Syracuse, 

Virginia and Tennessee. 

Unfortunately for the others, 

once Helen visited Virginia, 

her heart belonged in Char

lottesville. "The campus was 

beautiful and the big part 

was I got along well with the 

coaches. They made you feel 

like you have a family there 

and they would help you and 

were excited about you." 

And important to any rower, 

Helen admits "they have 

perfect, flat water." 

So what has kept Helen row

ing for such a long time be

sides her obvious competi

tive nature and success? "I 

like rowing because I have to 

think about it and concen

trate, not like running or 

anything. I also love the feel

ing of the water and of going 

fast." The University of Vir

ginia hopes she continues to 

experience that fast feeling 

with their rowing team, even 

if she may have the most 

obnoxiously painted car on 

campus. • 

Helen is all smiles with Heather Moore who surprised 

her at Nationals in 2005 
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More from the Prez 
Continued from page 1 

While many volunteers helped with the regatta, attendance at work days and at other "call for participation" events have 

been disappointing. Of the approximately 120 members in the club, we seldom have more than 10-15 show up to volun

teer for the Club who tend to be the same 10 each time. Don't forget, we are a non-profit organization run by volunteers. 

Everybody is expected to pitch in! 

And speaking of pitching in - a lot of extra work can be avoided if people would show a little consideration around the 

boathouse. I just spent another three hours cleaning up around the workbench because people do not clean up after them

selves. There are plenty of bins, hooks, and proper containers to store tools and materials when you are done using them. 

There is no reason to just throw them down on the bench where they are going to be in the way of others. 

Boathouse Expansion Update: Last year, the boathouse committee met with the Harris County Precinct 2 Parks Depart

ment to ask if the County would be interested in a partnership whereby the cost of the construction would be shared be

tween BARC and the Parks Department. The request seemed to be positively received, but we have yet to get an answer 

despite several inquiries from the County about various issues and details (at least they haven't said no!). Meanwhile, the 

Park has decided one water sport club in the park is enough. The Texas Outrigger Club and the Texas Dragon Boat Associa

tion have been asked to remove their boats from the yard behind the boathouse. 

One topic that has been discussed by the Board is coaching. Several board members, including yours truly, think some 

form of coaching should be offered to members on a continuous basis - we are having trouble retaining our new members 

following the beginner's classes and we have only a few rowers interested in going to regattas. We think opportunities for 

members to be coached on a regular basis may help address both these issues. A committee has been formed to look into 

how a coaching program can be funded and implemented. The committee, led by Theresa Tompkins, is looking for input 

from people with interest and/or experience. Please contact Theresa if interested. • 

Theresa: "/ always wanted to dress like a hula girl" Dennis Leenhouts lending a hand at a work day 
Marilyn: "Martha never dressed up in my dockmaster outfits! Yay T!" 
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Where in the World is Nadia Hijazi? Dubai! 

Dubai Rowing & Sculling Club 

http:/ /www.dubairowingandscullingclub.com/ 

Nadia stroking a quad at Pumpkin Head in 2004 

S: Nadia Hijazi, 3: Erin Koers, 2: Martha Hood, 8: Lisa Takagi 

Great 8+ Says Farewell to Their Stroke, John Troupe 
By the Great 8+ 

John Troupe wandered into 

the boathouse one day in 

1999 where he met Marilyn 

Bullard. 

She asked, "Hi, would you 

like to be on our team?" He 

said, "I don't know how to 

row!" She said, ''You don't 

have to know how to row, 

we'll teach you." 

From that day forth, John 

stroked the Great 8+. 

Our team was sad to see 

John leave in May. He has 

accepted a job at the Univer

sity of Florida in Gains

ville. The Great 8+ wishes 

the best to him & his wife, 

Cheryl, as they settle into a 

new life in Florida. • 

We miss you, John! 

Watch out for the 

'gators! 

The Great 8+ has had some good times with John & Cheryl throughout the years 
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Safety on the Water 
By james Macfarlane 

As all members of BARC should be well aware, the Club aims to provide a sporting and social environment. However, what 

may be overlooked from time to time while enjoying a nice relaxing row is safety is the foundation of a good Club. 

In the last year alone, the following incidents have occurred: 

• Double capsized where rowers did not follow basic safety rules by not remaining with the boat (rescue required) 

• Quad allision with the south dock 

• Quad collision with a third-party water user (police report filed for items lost from kayak) 

• Quad near miss with the four on the South Dock (rower ended up in the water) 

• Quad allision with a stump in area known to be littered with debris, speed likely exasperated damage (hole in shell) 

• Eight allision with a stump in low-visibility conditions where fog was too thick to row safely (two broken ribs) 

The probability and severity of incidents can be reduced by following these basic safe practices the undertaking of which is 

the responsibility of each and every member. The majority of incidents occur from: 

• Lack of experience - Rowing unfamiliar boats or beyond capabilities, not familiar with safe practices. 

• Poor observation - Speaks for itself; bow needs to be aware of others on the water 

• Bad rowing practice - Ignoring basic water rules, going too fast for conditions, breaking safety guidelines (visibility). 

• Poor equipment condition - Check equipment prior to using it, report problems, and take it out of service. 

• Frustration - Everyone has bad rowing days. If frustration with rowing or something else is affecting your ability to 

row safely, then you may want to reconsider the outing. 

If unsafe rowing practices are observed, it should be pointed out by either talking through the problem with those involved 

- hopefully diplomatically on both sides (because no one is perfect)- OR- filing an incident report if equipment is dam

aged lost or an injury has occurred. 

The purpose incident reporting is not to point blame, but to find out where the problem originates to remove hazards or 

address at-risk behaviors. Only by reporting incidents to the Club can problem areas can be identified and corrected. If 

members do not report incidents, it leaves the door open for the same problem to happen again and again. 

The filing cabinet in the boathouse contains blank copies of the Incident Report. Please feel free to use them at any time. If 

more than one party is involved, each party must file a report from their point of view. 

Following safe practices and rowing within your experience keeps this sport fun and enjoyable for all members - those 

young and young-at-heart. • 

)ames "The Daredevil" Macfarlane skydiving 
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Slay the Dragon Regatta 
By Melanie Jacobi 

While both the competition and the dragon at the end of the lake appeared fierce, BARC rowed their way to success at the 

2005 Slay the Dragon Regatta, held October 9 in The Woodlands, Texas. 

BARC was met with competition from Austin Rowing Club, Dallas Rowing Club, Rowing Club of The Woodlands, and several 

individuals on Lake Woodlands. The 3000m circular course, which crosses under the Research Forest Dr. bridge, loops at 

the dragon statue- which looms out of the water at the end of the lake, before returning to the start/finish line. 

While the challenges on the water proved tough, the greatest challenge proved to be getting to the water. BARC rowers 

entering the 4+ events quickly learned why RCTW only rows small boats when we put the shell on the water and the cox's 

seat was past the end of the dock. Thanks to Martha's patience and good balance climbing into her seat, we were able to 

push off the docks and row in no time. 

BARC entered 7 races: the WMa2- (s: lisa Takagi, b: Melanie Jacobi), WMa4+ (cox: Martha Hood, s: Takagi, 3: Jacobi, 2: 

Becky Morlier, b: Susie Jones), WMa2x (s: Cynthia Reiser, b: Jones), MMa2x (s: Alex Parkman, b: Hannes Hofer ), MMa 1x 

(Parkman), and WMa1x (Barbara Wellhausen), Mx2x (s: Reiser, b: Hofer). For the last race of the day, Takagi, Jacobi, and 

Parkman, were joined by a rower from ARC to compete in the MxMa4+, coxed by Hood. 

After a beautiful fall morning of racing, the Rowing Club of The Woodlands hosted race participants and supporters to 

bowls of gumbo, coolers of drinks, and homemade sweets. If the racing isn't enough to bring BARC back next year, surely 

the lunch will do the trick! • 

Mens Masters 2x at the 2005 Slay the Dragon 

S: Parkman, 8: Hofer 
Womens Masters 4+ at the 2005 Slay the Dragon 

C: Hood, S: Takagi, 3: jacobi, 2: Mortier, 8: )ones 

• . .. - .. . t �. �· ·-i , .. 
'· ' t,t 

� --- - ' \.J 

Womens Masters 2- at the 2005 Slay the Dragon 

S: Takagi, 8: jacobi 
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Head of the Charles Regatta, 22 & 23 October 2005 
By Andy Johnstone 

"Racing in such a large 

and international 

regatta is a wonderful 

experience." - Andy 

The day dawned grey and cold, the brisk east wind blustering over the Charles River. Thou

sands of rowers converged on Soldier's Field in Boston, MA to compete in the 4151 annual 

Head of the Charles. 

The Head of the Charles Regatta, (HOCR) is the world's largest two-day rowing event and 

was first held on October 16, 1965 when Harvard University sculling instructor, Ernest 

Arlett, proposed a "head of the river" race similar in tradition to races held in his native Eng

land be held on the Charles River. "Head" races are generally three miles long in which 

boats race against each other and the clock, starting sequentially approximately fifteen sec

onds apart. Winners of each race receive the honorary title of "Head of the River" or, in this 

case, "Head of the Charles." 

Over the past 40 years, the HOCR has grown tremendously. Today, more than 7,000 ath

letes from around the world compete in 24 different race events. The Regatta grew to a two

day event in 1997 and now attracts up to 300,000 spectators during the October weekend. 

This past year the driving rain dampened the spectators' enthusiasm but not that of the 

competitors', including your correspondent- the bow man in Curlew Rowing Club's Men's 

Masters 8+ (average crew age of 40+). This was Curlew's first time at the HOCR despite its 

long history. Curlew Rowing Club was constituted in its current form in Greenwich, London in 

1866; but under the previous name, a "Curley" crew rowed in the first regatta held at Green

wich in 1787. 

The HOCR is a challenging race for coxes as it twists and turns and passes through 5 

bridges. Eagle-eyed umpires, including BARC's Tom Lotz, are placed along the course to 

penalize crews for infractions for impeding faster boats. 

Our cox, borrowed from our hosts Saugatuk RC, did a sterling job and we completed the 

course in a time of 17 minutes 41.229 seconds with no penalties, coming in 20th of the 30 

entries. This was not a bad performance for a scratch crew drawn from Curlew, Curlew ex

pats, and Saugatuk. Curlew's entry in the Men's Club 8+ finished 35th of 50 boats. 

Racing in such a large and international regatta is a wonderful experience. Hopefully, BARC 

can put together a competitive crew for the 42nd HOCR to be held October 21 & 22, 2006. • 

Bowman Andy Johnstone rowing with his 

former club, Curlew Rowing Club of London, 

��;��!:=� at the Head of the Charles in October 2005 

Sport Graphics 
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Marathon Madness 
By Becky Morlier 

BARC sent 4 boats of brave, 

masochistic souls to the 

Marathon Championship 

held in Natchitoches, LA on 

November 12th. All boats 

finished well and there were 

no serious injuries! Everyone 

had a great time and I be

lieve all received medals. 

The event was well attended 

by clubs from all over the 

South and Midwest. 

As a rower in the Women's 

8+ boat, I was asked to com

ment on our specific experi

ence. First off, credit should 

be given to Lisa Takagi for 

her ability to coerce all of us 

to participate and for orga

nizing our practices and 

loading our thousands of 

songs onto her iPod. Also, 

and probably most impor

tant, she arranged for an 

end-of-the-race masseuse! 

Wow, if only all of my previ

ous teams had had such 

pampering. 

Our boat rowed well together 

and met our lofty team 

goals. First, we wanted to 

finish - check. Second, we 

wanted to pass other boats, 

especially the teenage boys 

- check. Third, we wanted to 

have a great time - check. 

Martha Hood both coxed 

and DJ-ed our excursion, 

managing to play inspiring 

songs such as "Chariots of 

Fire" and "The Final Count

down" during the critical last 

miles. 

We apparently rowed past 

an alligator, although in 

hindsight, that fact has been 

questioned and suggested 

to have been mass delusion. 

We also received an inspir-

ing jolt at about mile 17 

when 3-seat, Genevera Al

len, rather unexpectedly 

performed her award

winning turkey calls which 

both shocked 4-seat, Nat 

Jackson, and brought out 

additional local spectators! 

Personally, I learned: yes, a 

seat pad would have been a 

BIG help in such a long race 

and it is impossible to drink 

from a Nalgene bottle while 

the boat is moving. 

A bit more time needs to 

pass for amnesia to set in 

for me to be gung-ho about 

this race next year, but for 

Susie Jones (AKA Susie

from-the-Woodlands), it was 

a piece of cake and she has 

actually signed up to row a 

100+ mile race in Oregon. 

You go girl. • 

Womens Masters 8+ still looking strong at the end of the 2005 Marathon 

C: Martha Hood, S: Lisa Takagi, 7: Susie jones, 6: Melanie jacobi, 5: Sara Moran, 

4: Nat jackson, 3: Gene vera Allen, 2: Becky Marlier, 8: Erin Koers 
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This Year- A Marathon Tale 
By Ev McClendon 

When Martha asked me to write an article on my crew's experience with the rowing marathon this year, my first inclination 

was that perhaps she should ask one of them to write this article instead. While it is true this was my third rowing mara

thon, I didn't think (in fairness to my crew) I was the best one to represent them in an article about the marathon - not this 
year. 

Don't get me wrong ... I love the marathon. To my mind, it is the best race in rowing. All you have to do is get in a boat, and 

row, row, row for 26.2 miles. In fact, I don't understand why there aren't more opportunities throughout the rowing season 

to row marathons. Of course, it is a lot easier to understand my mind set if you also understand I spend some part of every 

summer cycling several hundred miles across some part of Alaska I wish to see. In fact, rowing a marathon is a lot easier 

than cycling Alaska, but Alaska didn't happen this summer - not for the first time in four years - not this year. 

As much as I would like to focus on just the race, the weather, and my incredible crew, I realized in writing this article it 

would be misleading to omit the role cancer played in my own experience, or for that matter, my crew's experience. Like it 

or not - this year was different. 

This year began with the news that breast cancer had metastasized to my spine - I was facing not just death (after all, eve

rybody dies eventually), but possible paralysis - a fate I consider worse than death. The irony for me was just two months 

earlier, I had completed my second rowing marathon in a mixed quad with a time that was 25 minutes faster than my first 

attempt. Consequently, unlike Betty Rollin (who apparently cries first when she hears "breast cancer"), my first thought 

was towards preserving my athleticism. Would I still be able to pick up a 200-pound crew boat? After all, I felt strong. 

With each physician I saw, I impressed upon him/her paralysis was not an option, and a return to rowing was paramount. 

After numerous conversations with four different neurosurgeons, an orthopedic surgeon, and a couple of radiation oncolo

gists, a consensus was finally reached that radiation to the tumor growing in my spine (and pressing against my spinal 

cord) would provide me with the best chance of achieving my goals. Happily, after eight weeks of radiation, the tumor re

ceded, and my return to rowing seemed assured. I even thought there was a strong possibility I could recover in time to row 

the marathon - a delusion I was able to harbor because my radiation oncologist had allowed me to continue training 

(cycling, not rowing) while I was in treatment. Unfortunately, killing the tumor in my spine was just the first round in this 

bout with cancer, and I knew I still had to undergo a mastectomy, an SGAP reconstruction, and six months of chemother

apy in the interim before the marathon - the race to finish treatment and stay in condition to do the marathon was going to 

be tight. 

Now, as anyone who works in the biological sciences can tell you, predicting the outcome of any experiment or medical 

treatment can be problematic. We make educated guesses, but biology always has other ideas ... Suffice it to say, my treat

ment was no exception ... Surgery was a breeze and I was back rowing in five weeks (it would have been sooner if my wimpy 

plastic surgeon had pulled the JP drains sooner), but chemotherapy was another matter. The original strategy for chemo 

required modification when I developed sensory neuropathy (couldn't feel my hands or feet) - not ideal for rowing, cycling, 

or anything, and I was switched to a different class of drugs. Before I knew it, I was running up against a deadline for the 

marathon; I was not going to be finished with chemo in time to do the marathon. 

Was there a way for me to squeeze in my favorite race between rounds of chemotherapy? Would the sensation to my 

hands and feet recover in time to do the marathon (or at all)? Surely not ... maybe ... one should always stay focused on one's 

goals. Yet how could I even entertain the notion of doing this race? 

Lest you think I'm crazy, or stubborn, or heroic - let me assure you - I am none of those things. Those who know me well 

know I am intelligent, practical, and not prone to flights of romantic fancy. I know my body and its limits and I have nothing 

to prove to anyone. Just the facts, ma'am - that's me - and the facts suggested if I managed it correctly, I still might be 

able to row my favorite race. I also got lucky ... on this latest class of poisons - er, drugs - I had been one of the fortunate 

ones - that class of patient who has only minimal, if any, side effects. Consequently, I was able to row between rounds of 

chemo with minimal problems and maintain a modicum of conditioning. As my chemotherapy become more predictable, I 

asked my oncologist for an extra week between round four and five of chemo so I could do the race. His response was sim

ply, "that sounds reasonable." 

Continued on page 10, see ·rhis Year· 
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This Year 
Continued from page 9 

"There would be no 

quitting-not this 

year"� Ev 

48 years, we are strong women, in love with life, and we know it. • 
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Regatta Schedule 

• 
November 11 Marathon Championships- Natchitoches, LA 

2006 Heart of Texas Regatta Recap 
This year BARC had 13 en

tries at the Heart of Texas 

Regatta held March 11-12 in 

Austin. 

First, congratulations to: 

Helen Tompkins who won 

the W01x; the MMa4x (D-J) 
stroked by Karl Zimmer who 

won silver in a close race 

without having to rely on the 

handicap; Philip Tompkins 

who won bronze in the 

Mltwt1x; and the Mx08+, 

stroked by Lisa Takagi, who 

despite quite an age gap, 

won bronze in a great race 

against university crews. 

Other highlights: 

Susie Jones (s) and Lisa Ta

kagi (b) enjoyed a fine row in 

the W02- in only their third 

time together in a pair (too 

bad handicaps didn't apply-

they were twice as "mature" 

as their competitors). 

The scratch crew W04+, 

coxed by Andy Johnstone, 

made it into the finals. 

Having not rowed together 1n 

months, the Brits (James 

Macfarlane and Andy Johns

tone) were strong in the 

M02-. 

Barbara Wellhausen looked 

good in the WNov1x. 

The Tompkins brother-sister 

act rowed in the M02x. 

Karl Zimmer (s) and Hannes 

Hofer (b) competed 1n the 

MMa2x (AA-C) as did Alex 

Parkman (s) and Jim Lattner 

(b). 

And, of course, the intrepid 

Great 8+ once again had a 

laugh in the MxMa8+. • 
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BARC In Action 
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Space City Sprints Regatta Recap 
Including contributions from Claire MacAdam and Hannes Hofer 

The 2006 Space City Sprints Regatta was a meteorological adventure

despite heavy thunderstorms and hail early in the morning, the regatta got 

underway after a 2-hour delay. It turned out to be a another successful re

gatta, thanks to all the volunteers who made this event possible. Special men

tion goes to Regatta Director Claire MacAdam, who coordinated the event. 

and Karl Zimmer, who spent countless hours on both the course and on his 
computerized regatta management program. 

There were over 60 participants from AL!stin RDii'ting Guh, 82�!� ::;:.:·:1��:::: ,�:'..::::. 

Greater Houston Rowing C!ub, the Rowing C!ut'! of lne V�ood!an;J,-; "".; R;.;:;,: 

last two years: Susie Jones and James Mactarlane versus lisa Takagi "'"" 

Andy Johnstone. uffice to say, it got ratner competitive as bowman James 

twice, adding exhilaration to the event. The antics were for naught; Takagi/ 
Johnstone edged out JonesjMacfarlane 

BARC's Mens Open 4x, stroked by Karl Zimmer, was involved in an extremely 

The Mixed Open 8+ was very exciting this year with the boat coxed by Vincent 

from ARC narrowly edging out Hannes Hofer and his crew. Genevera Allen 
gamely coxed her crew to a third-place finish. Less than 4.5 seconds sepa

rated the three boats. All reported how nicely set the boats we�e 3:1d wh�r � 
great race it was; it continues to be the fiagshrp event ur Hie re.�crta. :ic·r···�:y�� 

names out of a hat. Surely they jest... • 

Minding the finish 

Saul Rodriguez and Tom Heig 

Volunteers 

Referees 

Registration 

PAGE B 

Hannes Hofer (Head) 

Breff Cooling 

Andy Johnstone 

Alex Parkman 

Kart Zimmer 

; - - � - - - t.. -
.... �- .,..:.. 

Saul Rodnguez 

Theresa Tompkins ready to help 



2006 Space City Sprints Regatta Results 

1 -Mens Masters (A-B) 1x (Race Time -10:38) 

Time Handicap Final 

B. Reid (DRC) 03:59.6 0 03:59.6 

S. Thomas (DRC) 04:04.6 0.62 04:04.0 

J.Siim (DRC) 04:23.6 2.02 04:21.5 

2 -Mens Masters (C-D) 1x (Race Time-10:55) 

Time Handicap Final 

D. Kerth (ARC) 04:07.2 2.62 04:04.6 

C. Zeigler (DRC) 04:11.8 0 04:11.8 

A. Parkman (BARC) 04:30.4 10.5 04:19.9 

V. Perez (ARC) 04:41.7 5.7 04:36.0 

R. Yaw (ARC) 04:43.5 0.82 04:42.7 

4-Womens Masters (A-1) 1x (Race Time -11:03) 

Time Handicap Final 

U. Carl (DRC) 04:32.6 0 04:32.6 

B. Wellhausen (BARC) 05:51.4 11.48 05:39.9 

5-Mixed Open 2- (Race Time -11:12) 

Time Handicap Final 

Takagi/ Johnstone (BARC) 04:56.2 0 04:56.2 

Janes/Macfarlane (BARC) 05:02.1 0 05:02.1 

8 - Womens Masters (A-B) 2x (Race Time -11:26) 

Time Handicap Final 

U. Carl (DRC) 04 :05.1 0.13 04:04.9 

G. Heifrin (ARC) 04:09.2 0 04:09.2 

E. Stateczny (ARC) 04:24.7 0 .13 04:24.6 

A. McSpadden (ARC) 04:30.4 1.3 04:29.1 

2 5-Womens Masters (C-D) 2x (Race Time -11:41) 

Time Handicap Final 

P. Galloway (GHRC) 04:47.5 0 04:47.5 

C. Reiser (BARC) 05:17.2 5.29 05:11.9 

9- Mens Recreational 1x (Race Time -11:47) 

Time Handicap Final 

S. Thomas (ORC) 04:39.5 0 04:39.5 

J. Slim (DRC) 05:04.1 0 

10 -Mens Open 2x (Race Time -11:57) 

Time Handicap 

B. Reid (DRC) 03:58.2 0 

R. Yaw(ARC) 04:34.0 0 

A. Johnstone (BARC) 04:41.9 0 

11-Womens Open 1x (Race Time -12:0 2 )  

Time Handicap 

H. Tompkins (BARC) 04:30.4 0 

U. Carl (DRC) 04:39.2 0 

12- Mixed Open 2x (Race Time -12:09) 

K. Bystry (DRC) 

B. Jennings (ARC) 

S. Allbritton (ARC) 

13-Womens Open 4+ 

C. Jobe (ARC) 

S. Cork (ARC) 

A. Branan (DRC) 

L. Takagi (Composite) 

Time Handicap 

03:56.6 0 

04:16.7 0 

04:22.9 0 

(Race Time -12:31) 

Time Handicap 

04:04.5 0 

04:05.0 0 

04:05.8 0 

04:07.8 0 

14-Mens Masters (A-1) 2x (Race Time -12:53) 

Time Handicap 

T. Carl (ORC) 03:32.0 0 

S. Thomas (ORC) 03:56.5 0.62 

K. Zimmer (BARC) 04:09.2 9.54 

B. Und (RCTW) 04:13.3 9.09 

A. Franco (RCTW) 04:17.0 2.94 

G. Knight (GHRC) 04:38.4 12 

15-Mixed Open 4+ (Race Time -13:00) 

Time Handicap 

A. Branan (DRC) 04:00.9 0 

L. Takagi (BARC) 04:03.5 0 

05:04.1 

Final 

03:58.2 

04:34.0 

04:41.9 

Final 

04:30.4 

04:39.2 

Final 

03:56.6 

04:16.7 

04:22.9 

Final 

04:04.5 

04:05.0 

04:05.8 

04:07.8 

Final 

03:32.0 

03:55.9 

03:59.7 

04:04.2 

04:14.1 

04:26.4 

Final 

04:00.9 

04:03.5 
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18 -Womens Open 2x (Race Time -13:18) 2 1-Womens Open 4x (Race Time -14:0 5) 

Time Handicap Final Time Handicap Final 

A. Branan (DRC) 04:10.8 0 04:10.8 
C. Jobe (ARC) 04:24.0 0 04:24.0 

G. Heifrin (ARC) 04:20.5 0 04:20.5 
A. McSpadden (ARC) 04:43.4 0 04:43.4 

S. Moran (Composite) 04:50.0 0 04:50.0 

19 -Mens Open 4x (Race Time -13:32 ) 

Time Handicap Final 
22- Mixed Open 4x (Race Time -14:34) 

B. Bauge (DRC) 03:49.5 0 03:49.5 Time Handicap Final 

P. Eisner (RClW) 04:22.5 0 04:22.5 A. Branan (DRC) 03:46.9 0 03:46.9 

K. Zimmer (BARC) 04:22.8 0 04:22.8 S. Moran (RClW) 04:04.6 0 04:04.6 

G. Knight (GHRC) 04:32.9 0 04:32.9 G. Knight (Composite) 04:11.5 0 04:11.5 

P. Galloway (GHRC) 04:13.8 0 04:13.8 

2 0 -Mixed Masters (A-J) 2x (Race Time -13:54) 

Time Handicap Final 
2 3-Mixed Open 8+ (Race Time -15:13) 

T. Carl (DRC) 03:48.4 0 03:48.4 Time Handicap Final 

B. Jennings (ARC) 04:14.3 8.1 04:06.2 Vincent, ARC (Composite) 03:31.6 0 03:31.6 

G. Knight (GHRC) 04:29.2 11.9 04:17.3 Hannes, BARC (Composite) 03:33.1 0 03:33.1 

Genevera, BARC (Composite) 03:36.2 0 03:36.2 

"Stop drifting over, )ames"-Andy eyes his rival in the inaugural Mixed Masters 2- event at the 2006 Space City Sprints 

Background: S: Lisa Takagi, 8: Andy Johnstone (1" Place) 

Foreground: S: Susie )ones, 8: James Macfarlane (2"" Place) 
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Bav Atea Ro\..,ing Chb of Houston 
P.O. 8ox 500374 

Houstcn TX 77258-0374 

W\<Av.t:achouston.org 

For membership information visi us 

on tl1e web or e-mail us at 

membershi p@barchouston .org 

aub O,fficers 

Presitlent Ha.tlnes orer 

Vice President Mari n Bullard 

Treasurer Lynn LeenhOuts 

Se.Q"etary Theresa TompkinS 

Board 11.-teft"bers.: Bob Albrigtlt 

Henry Epstein 

Maxine Epstein 

Ar&Partunan 

Membership Dir. Theresa Tompkins 

Rowing Dev. Theresa ompl<ins 

Equipmen Chair Arex Parkman 

eviSietter Martha Hood 

Webmaster Hannes Hofer 

BARC offers members the opportunity to sweep & scull. 

The club owns an eight. a four, quads, doubles, pairs, & 

singles, & can provide storage for privately owned boats. 

We also offer sweep & sculling classes, as well as 'Try It, 

You'll Like it' sessions for those new to rowing. Members' 

rowing objectives range from racing to recreation. BARC 

has a very good feeling of camaraderie & has frequent 

social outings. 

Rowing Sites on the Web 

Great video from Rowing Canada: 

http://ubbc.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/chamos 2002.mov 

Training in the office: 

http://www.jonathansblog.neVmedia/office rowing.mpg 

Full Effort from ... 

... 3-Seat: Barbara Wellhausen, 2-Seat: Susie )ones, & Bow: Cynthia Reiser 

during the Hat Race at the 2006 Space City Sprints 


